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Major nuclear burning processes

 

Common feature is release of energy by consumption of nuclear fuel. Rates of 
energy release vary enormously. Nuclear processes can also absorb energy from 

radiation field, we shall see consequences can by catastrophic. 

Nuclear 
Fuel Process

Tthreshold

106K Products Energy per nucleon (Mev)

H PP ~4 He 6.55

H CNO 15 He 6.25

He 3α 100 C,O 0.61

C C+C 600 O,Ne,Ma,Mg 0.54

O O+O 1000 Mg,S,P,Si ~0.3

Si Nuc eq. 3000 Co,Fe,Ni <0.18





The Products from Burning

He4 from hydrogen burning
He3 from incomplete PP chain
D, Li, Be and B are bypassed 
C12 and O16 from helium burning
O18 and Ne22 due to α capture by N14

N14 from CNO conversion to N14

Ne20, Na, Mg,  Al, Si28 from Carbon burning
Mg, Al, Si, P,  S partly due to Oxygen burning



“Silicon Burning”

At this phase,  photodisintegration becomes an important process.

Radiation is energetic enough to knock protons and α particles 
off of nuclei:

One might think the next step is

 Si28 + Si28 => Ni56

But this does not occur!



Nuclear Statistical Equilibrium

Once photodisintegration starts, nuclei are 
continually gain and lose particles.  Eventually, a 
statistical equilibrium is set up, which is similar to 
the Saha equation.

Non-equilibrium process is Beta decay (due to loss 
of Neutrinos)



From Clayton: Principles of Stellar 
Evolution and Nucleosynthesis

Photodisintegration of Silicon



Clayton

Creation of New Elements due to Photodisintegration 
and Capture of Protons, Neutrons and α Particles

Filled dots are stable nuclei, 
these tend to have Z ~ N



Clayton

Towards 
Nuclear 
Statistical  

Equilibrium



Clayton

Dominant Elements in Nuclear Statistical  Equilibrium



Clayton

Dominant Elements in Nuclear Statistical  Equilibrium



Element Abundances Created in Nuclear 
Statistical Equilibrium (e burning)

Bodansky,  Clayton, & Fowler 
Phys. Rev. Letter 1968



Neutrons:  the r (rapid) and s (slow) processes

The Nuclear burning now creates enough neutrons that nuclei can 
grown through neutron capture.

Unlike Protons, Neutrons do not face Coloumb repulsion, thus 
elements with much larger values of Z can be produced. 

Creating the Remainder of the Periodic Table
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In the process two types of reactions and two types of nuclei are involved:
Neutron captures and β-decays ; stable and unstable nuclei

Stable nuclei may undergo only neutron captures, unstable ones my undergo both, with 
the outcome depending on the timescales for the two processes.

What can we say about the timescales of these processes ? 

 
Hence neutron capture reactions may proceed more slowly or more rapidly than 
the competing β-decays. The different chains of reactions and products are called 

the s-process and r-process.

Slide: Stephen Smartt
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Some basic examples

 

⇒

Simple explanation of r and s process on:
ultraman.ssl.berkeley.edu/nucleosynthesis.html Slide: Stephen Smartt



Elemental Abundances in the Solar System

Synthesized by S and R-processes

What causes all the structure?

Elemental Abundances in the Solar System



the s-process

Clayton

The s-processes produces stable nuclei where Z ~ N



Cross Section to Neutron Capture

Clayton
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The points are the neutron cross-section x the solar system abundance.  This 
varies smoothly with atomic weight.   The line is the theoretical prediction 
calculated assuming an exponential distribution of neutron exposures.

Seegar, Fowler  & Clayton 1965



Seegar, Fowler  & Clayton 1965
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the r-process elements

Clayton

The r-process elements are created when the neutron 
rich elements undergo beta decay.



Seegar, Fowler  & Clayton 1965

The peaks are more stable elements that would appear in 
greater abundance as the r-process cycles through 
elements.
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the r-process predicted abundances

Seegar, Fowler  & Clayton 1965

As the r-process cycles through the elements (every 5 seconds in the above models), the 
above abundance distribution will be established.  The abundances will double every cycle. 
Peaks are due to stable nuclei.
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Seegar, Fowler  & Clayton 1965

These are R-process abundances after the subtraction of the S-process abundances 



Density of Neutrons for R and S Processes

nn = 105 cm-3  for S process 

nn = 1023 cm-3  for R process

An important question is where do the neutrons come from?

S-process may come from Carbon and Oxygen burning and the subsequent photodisitengration 
at even higher temperature.  There may be some neutron production by side reactions during 
Helium burning - for example 13C(α,n)16O (i.e. 13C + α =>16O +n).

R-process may require a supernova.



Evidence for Nucleosynthesis
Technetium

Tc  Z = 43

Half life:
98Tc = 4.2 x 106 yr 
99Tc = 2 x 105 yr 

Peary 1971

Found in Mira variables with P > 300 day (low 
mass stars undergoing AGB pulsations)



Technetium can be produced by s-process 

Little-Marenin 1989

AGB stars can support S process
Supernova may be needed for R process



The Destruction of Lithium in Young Convective Stars
The ISM contains Lithium,  10% of which is primordial Lithium created in the Big Bang and the other 
90% was created by future generations of stars. This Lithium is incorporated into the star during star 
formation.  

The abundance is very low:      7Li/H ~ 10-9

During Pre-main sequence evolution,  Lithium can be destroyed by nuclear reactions.

For example:      p + 7Li  =>  4He + 4He

The temperature required is a ~ 3 x 106 K for 7Li, and at lower temperatures for 6Li - so this can 
happen before the onset of Hydrogen burning.

Because of the low abundance of Lithium, this cannot supply enough energy to halt pre-main 
sequence evolution.

This is part of the PPII chain, however, it happens here not with Lithium created by nuclear burning,  
but by using “primordial” Lithium.  

In a low mass, convective star, the onset of Lithium burning will deplete Lithium throughout the 
entire star.  The reason is that convection carries Lithium to the core, and Lithium depleted gas from 
the core. 

Stars with radiative zones will not show Li depletion.  Brown dwarfs will also not show Lithium 
depletion due to low temperatures in cores at the onset of degeneracy.



Ushomirsky 1998

Li7 depletion
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In these plots, stars evolve upward toward older ages and higher 
core temperatures.
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H burning

Also see: http://online.kitp.ucsb.edu/online/astrot00/bildsten/



Lithium, 670.8 nm line

Star with Lithium  in α Persei cluster (Stauffer et al. 1999)



Lithium

no Lithium

Increasing Temperature

Increasing  Mass

Implied Age = 
90 +/- 10 Myr

Lithium Depletion in α Persei cluster (Stauffer et al. 1999)



Summary
Previous to Silicon burning, only a limited number elements can be formed: H, C, O, Ne, Na, Mg,  
Al, Si, S

During the “silicon burning” phase, the temperatures and the energies of the gamma rays can 
photodisintegrate nuclei.

Elements grown through capture of α and other particles, growing elements to Nickel.

Star can enter nuclear statistical equilibrium, where elemental abundances are determined by a 
Saha equation for proton and neutron capture.  For high enough temperature, Iron disintegrates 
back into Helium.

Production of neutrons can lead to s-process (neutron capture slower than beta decay). This 
produces primarily stable elements where the number of protons and neutrons are very similar.  
In supernova, high neutron densities can lead drive r-process.  This can drive the production of 
more neutron rich isotopes and heavier elements.

Technetium is a short lived element that is found in the atmospheres of Mira variables. It is 
thought to form through the S-process and then transported to the atmosphere by convection.

In pre-main sequence stars, Lithium in low mass convective stars (without radiative zone) can be 
depleted by Lithium burning in core before the onset of Hydrogen burning. 


